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Abstract

We describe here the development of a new, non-isotopic immunological assay termed CMIA (carbonyl metallo
immunoassay) that uses metal carbonyl complexes as tracers and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) as
the detection method. This assay is based on the particular spectral features of these complexes, which show very
strong absorption bands in the 1800–2200 cm−1 spectral range where proteins and organic molecules do not absorb.
In Section 1, the optimisation of the quantitative detection of these tracers is detailed. In Section 2, the implementa-
tion of mono-CMIA is described, including the CMIA assays of three antiepileptic drugs (carbamazepine, phenobar-
bital, phenytoin). Finally, extension to the simultaneous double- and triple-CMIA of these drugs is reported. © 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since the early 1960s, the use of immunological
tests has revolutionised clinical chemistry and bio-
chemistry. At that time, most of these assays were
radioimmunoassays employing radioisotopes (125I,
3H) as labels. However, because of the hazards
associated with the use of radioactivity, ever since

the early 1970s, we have witnessed the develop-
ment and commercialisation of a number of non-
isotopic immunological methods for the assay of a
wide variety of clinically meaningful analytes. The
most widespread methods now use enzymes,
fluorescent, chemi- and bio-luminescent probes as
labels associated to analytical methods such as
colorimetry, fluorescence spectroscopy or lumi-
nometry [1].

Although the non-isotopic methods have their
specific advantages, they also show limitations.
For example, fluorescence interference is often
encountered in the UV-visible region due to natu-
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rally occurring or other contaminating
fluorophores [2]. Consequently, there is a continu-
ous effort to develop new immunological meth-
ods. In our particular case, we have been
exploring the potential in the biomedical field of
transition metal carbonyl labels detected by
Fourier transform infrared spectrometry [3]. Our
work in this area resulted in the development of a
new non-isotopic immunoassay called carbonyl
metallo immuno assay (CMIA).

CMIA is an heterogeneous, competitive-type
non-isotopic immunoassay, employing metal car-
bonyl complexes as labels. The free and bound
fractions of the tracer are separated by solvent
extraction, and the tracer is quantified using
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. In this
article, we describe the development of CMIA of
haptens and its extension to the simultaneous
multi-assay of two and three antiepileptic drugs,
carbamazepine, phenobarbital and phenytoin
(DPH).

2. Optimisation of the analysis of metal-carbonyl
labels by FT-IR spectroscopy

The first question to address was whether FT-
IR spectroscopy would be a sufficiently reliable
and sensitive method for biomedical-grade quanti-
tative analysis. This was not a foregone conclu-
sion. In fact, infrared spectroscopy has only
recently begun to be used as an analytical tool, a
development linked to the arrival on the market
of benchtop FT-IR spectrometers [4]. For this
reason, examples of FT-IR as an analytical tech-
nique for medical applications are rare. Only few

examples, all recent, such as glucose analysis in
blood [5], and the composition of kidney stones
[6], have been published. The reasons for the lack
of development of infrared techniques in the
biomedical area can be summed up by the follow-
ing two points: first, biological media are usually
aqueous media which absorb strongly in the mid-
infrared spectral range, and second, the quantities
to be analysed tend to be very small, in the order
of picomoles, and absolutely out of range with the
former dispersive IR spectrometers. Even with the
recent FT-IR technology, this level of sensitivity is
not achieved routinely on benchtop apparatus,
although these machines do have the advantages
of affordability and ease of use.

Our first challenge was therefore to optimise the
sensitivity of the FT-IR spectrometer to a level
that would be compatible with the requirements
of immunoanalysis of drugs [6].

The factors we were able to manipulate are
detailed below. Some of them involved the hard-
ware itself, beginning with selection of the detec-
tor. We found that it was essential to use a liquid
nitrogen-cooled detector of semi-conducting ma-
terial, such as an MCT (mercury–cadmium–tel-
luride) or InSb (indium antimonide) detector.
This provided a level of sensitivity that was 20
times greater than a thermal detector such as the
DTGS (deuterium triglycine sulfate) detector that
is the standard in most FT-IR spectrometers. An
analysis solvent, such as carbon tetrachloride or
chloroform, was selected to be transparent in the
mid-infrared range. Finally, we took advantage of
the fact that, in solution, the absorbance obeys
Beer’s law (A=o× l×c) where o is the extinction
coefficient of the compound (m× l−1×cm−1), l
is the optical pathlength of the measurement cell
(cm) and c is the concentration of compound in
the sample (m× l−1). Thus, an increase in the
sensitivity of the technique should be obtainable
simply by increasing the optical pathlength. It was
necessary in our case to take into account the
specific constraints of clinical analysis, in which
samples may consist of only a few microliters of
dilute solution. Our solution was to have a light-
pipe cell constructed (Fig. 1), consisting of a gold
tube with a pathlength of 2 cm for a fill volume of
only 30 ml [8]. This cell proved extremely wellFig. 1. Schematic drawing of the gold light-pipe cell.
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Fig. 2. Chemical formulae of the antiepileptic drugs, their immunogens and their metal carbonyl tracers. o, extinction coefficient of the tracers (1×m−1×cm−1).
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Fig. 3. IR spectra (20 scans, 4 cm−1 resolution) of Co2(CO)6-
carba in CCl4 recorded on a MB100 FT-spectrometer
(Bomem) equipped with an MCT detector.

probes and prepared their corresponding
organometallic complexes. For carbamazepine, we
synthesised a dicobalt hexacarbonyl cluster of an
acetylenic derivative [11]. For phenobarbital, a
cyclopentadienyl Mn(CO)3 entity derivative was
selected [12], and for DPH we chose to attach an
arene-Cr(CO)3 group [13]. Although these
organometallic entities do bring some steric
crowding as compared to the free hapten to which
they are attached, this crowding is less than for
most fluorescent chelates, such as the europium
chelates that are used as labels in many non-iso-
topic immunoassays.

We chose to work with metal–carbonyl com-
plexes because they display very particular fea-
tures in the mid-infrared spectral region. Fig. 3
shows the infrared spectrum of the carbamazepine
tracer. As expected, the organic part of the com-
pound exhibits peaks between 800 and 1800 cm−1

and �3000 cm−1, but most markedly, character-
istic strong peaks assigned to the stretching vibra-
tion modes of carbonyl ligands nCO appear in the
1800–2200 cm−1 region. These peaks are eight to
ten times more intense than all the other peaks in
the spectrum and, most importantly, they occur in
a region where most of the organic molecules do
not absorb. This feature, which is due to the
artificial nature of CO ligands, is shared by all
metal carbonyl complexes.

These labels have another very important ad-
vantage over other families of labels, (Fig. 4). The
superimposition of the infrared spectra of the
three tracers show that they are quite different
from one complex to another. Indeed, the posi-
tion, intensity and number of nCO modes depend
on the nature of the metal and on the local
symmetry of the metal carbonyl entity. For the
Co2(CO)6 cluster, one would expect five peaks,
owing to the C26 group symmetry of this entity
[14], but in solution only three bands are seen,
because the 2027 cm−1 peak is in fact the envelop
of three vibration modes. For the Mn(CO)3 and
Cr(CO)3 groups, each complex are expected to
give two characteristic peaks owing to the C36

symmetry, one sharp (of the symmetric A1 mode)
and one broader (of the anti-symmetric E mode)
[15], and indeed two bands are detected. Further-
more, for a given metal carbonyl moiety, we

adapted for our application compared to standard
infrared cells with an optical pathlength of 0.1
mm, we improved sensitivity by a factor of 200.
Once the hardware was optimised, we turned our
attention to the nature of the metal carbonyl
entity. By definition, an organometallic complex is
a molecule containing covalent metal–carbon
bonds. Bonds between the metal, which is usually
in a low oxidation state, and the carbon ligands
involve p-electrons such as those found in triple
bonds or aromatic rings which will interact with
the empty orbitals of the metal atoms. These
bonds are stabilised by back-donation from the
filled metal d orbitals into the ligands p*-orbitals
[9]. Metal-carbonyl complexes are a particular
family of organometallic compounds with carbon
monoxide (CO) ligands coordinating the transi-
tion metal.

In our case, we were interested in the assay of
the three antiepileptic drugs depicted in Fig. 2.
The three medications are carbamazepine, pheno-
barbital and DPH. These substances were chosen
because they are assayed on a large scale in
hospitals, owing to the fact that the margin be-
tween the toxic and effective doses is small, and
the drugs may be metabolised differently from
one individual to another [10]. These substances
are often administered together. For each of these
three drugs, we selected different metal carbonyl
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noticed that changing the bioligand has a minimal
effect on the absorbance of the nCO modes [7].

As our goal was the quantitative analysis of
these complexes, we looked for possible propor-
tionality between the absorbance of the character-
istic peaks in the 2000 cm−1 region, and the
quantity of tracer present in the sample, as ex-
pected from Beer’s law. When the absorbance of
each of the peaks was plotted against the quantity
of complex, straight lines were obtained, confirm-
ing that peak heights were in fact proportional to
the quantity of tracer. However, the detection
limit was different depending which peak was
used. For example, the highest sensitivity was
reached with the narrow intense peak at 2056
cm−1 for Co2(CO)6-carba. The detection limit
was 300 fmol of tracer. This band was then taken
as the analytical band for further calculations.
Similarly, the bands at 2032 and 1971 cm−1 were
taken as the analytical bands for tracers
Mn(CO)3-pheno and Cr(CO)3-DPH, respectively.

We noticed a variation in the minimum tracer
quantities detectable. This value depends not only
on the absorptivity of the tracer (cf o values of the
tracers in Fig. 2) but also on the compensation of
the vibration–rotation bands of atmospheric wa-
ter vapour that appear throughout the 2020–1800
cm−1 region. Co2(CO)6 tracer gave a slightly
lower detection limit than Mn(CO)3 and Cr(CO)3

tracers [7]. However, for all the tracers studied,
the sensitivity is well-adapted to drug
immunoassay.

3. Implementation of mono-CMIA

At this stage, we had tracers for each of the
drugs we wished to assay and an analytical tech-
nique to quantify them. Regarding the third part-
ner of any immunoassay, i.e. the antibody, we
chose to work with polyclonal antibodies. These
specific antibodies were raised in rabbits by im-

Fig. 4. Superimposition of the IR spectra (20 scans, 4 cm−1 resolution) of the three metal carbonyl tracers in solution in chloroform
recorded on a MB100 FT-spectrometer (Bomem) equipped with an InSb detector. Light-pipe cell. Wavenumbers of the analytical
bands are shown.
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Fig. 5. Antiserum dilution curve by CMIA obtained in the
presence of 30 pmol of Co2(CO)6-carba.

This titre value reflects the quantity of antibody
present in the antiserum, but does not give any
indication of the ability of using these antibodies
to assay the analyte. This was provided by the
standard curve such as the one displayed in Fig.
6. This curve was obtained by incubating a fixed
amount of antibody, equal to the titre value, in
the presence of 30 pmol of Co2(CO)6-carba and
increasing quantities of the analyte, in this case
carbamazepine. Afterwards, for each sample, the
percent bound fraction B/B0 was measured, with
B representing the quantity of bound tracer and
B0 the quantity of tracer bound in the absence of
carbamazepine. These B/B0 values were measured
with standard errors ranging between 2 and 3.6%
[18]. For high quantities of carbamazepine, the
B/B0 values were close to zero, which shows good
sensitivity for the assay. On the other hand, a
B/B0 value of 50% was obtained for a quantity of
carbamazepine in the 100 pmole range, which
shows good sensitivity for the assay. Based on the
therapeutic range of carbamazepine (7–42 mM),
this quantity corresponds to the amount of drug
typically contained in few microliters of the serum
of treated patients.

We also developed the mono-CMIA of pheno-
barbital [16] and DPH [13], the two other
antiepileptic drugs. We extended this method to
the assay of a steroidal hormone, cortisol [19],
which is an endogenous substance present in the
blood at levels approximately 100 times lower
than the antiepileptic drugs and, more recently, to
the assay of the pesticide atrazine [20].

After this preliminary work, the advantages of
the CMIA method became clear: (1) absence of
non-specific signal, perhaps the primary advan-
tage of the technique, owing to the totally artifi-
cial nature of these labels; (2) sensitivity of the
technique comparable to that of other immuno-
logical methods in the drug analysis; (3) short
data acquisition time (1 min); (4) possibility of
synthesising a tracer for any hapten, simply by
adapting syntheses that were developed for the
preparation of the immunogens; and (5) suitabil-
ity of the method for use in a simultaneous multi-
immunoassay (multi-CMIA) of several
substances, thanks to the fact that each complex
displays different bands.

Fig. 6. Standard curve of carbamazepine by CMIA obtained
in the presence of 30 pmol of Co2(CO)6-carba.

munisation with the three immunogens displayed
in Fig. 2 [13,16,17]. Antisera were characterised
by establishment of their dilution curves. A typi-
cal curve is shown in Fig. 5. It was obtained by
incubating 30 pmol of the carbamazepine tracer in
the presence of increasing dilutions of anti-carba-
mazepine antiserum. The free fractions of tracer
were separated by extraction with isopropyl ether
which was evaporated under vacuum. Quantities
of free tracer were eventually measured by record-
ing their IR spectrum in carbon tetrachloride and
measurement of the peak height at 2056 cm−1.
The quantities of bound tracer B were calculated
by subtraction of the peak height of the control
tube. In the case shown here, the titre value, by
definition the amount of antiserum needed to
complex 50% of the tracer, was found to be 800
[17].
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4. Implementation of multi-CMIA

There has always been considerable interest in
simultaneous multi-immunoassays, which would
address well-established needs such as therapeutic
drug monitoring of patients on multiple medica-
tions, thyroid testing, or screening for infectious
agents. However, the multi-immunoassay field is
still not well developed, since it appears difficult
to find tracers emitting signals that can be
analysed simultaneously. In fact, with radioactive
labels or enzymes it has not been possible to
analyse more than two compounds simulta-
neously [21–23], and only with fluorescent tracers
(lanthanide chelates) has it been possible to assay
simultaneously mixtures of three or four analytes
[24]. As a number of authors have pointed out,
multi-immunoassay is one of the current chal-
lenges in the immunoassay field [25,26] and we
believe that CMIA could play a major role in this
area.

In developing a double immunoassay, it was
firstly necessary to establish the simultaneous
quantitation of two tracers. In the simplest case,
such as for mixtures of carbamazepine and DPH
tracers, the IR spectral peaks did not overlap (see
Fig. 4). Therefore, quantitation was readily done
by measurement of the peak height of the two
analytical bands at 2056 and 1971 cm−1. For the
two other mixtures of two tracers (phenobarbi-

tal+DPH and carbamazepine+phenobarbital
tracers), the analytical band of one of the tracers
was unobscured (phenobarbital tracer in the first
case, carbamazepine tracer in the second one).
Therefore, direct quantitation was performed by
measuring the unobscured peaks, at 2032 and at
2056 cm−1 for these two tracers, respectively. In
both cases, the two other tracers exhibited partial
to complete overlap of their analytical bands. This
required quantitation of the remaining two tracers
to be carried out by a stepwise calculation, sub-
tracting the contribution that the Mn(CO)3 group
made to the absorbance at 1971 cm−1 and that
made by the Co2(CO)6 group to the absorbance at
2032 cm−1. Eventually, the simultaneous quanti-
tative analysis of any combination of two metal
carbonyl tracers could be achieved in this manner
with less than 5% error.

Antiserum dilution curves were obtained for
anti-carbamazepine and anti-DPH both sepa-
rately and simultaneously by a double assay.
Curves were found to be perfectly superimposable
and both individual and double CMIA gave the
same antiserum titre values, indicating that there
was no cross-reaction between the two antibodies.

Standard curves for carbamazepine and DPH
were obtained both separately and in the double
immunoassay format (Fig. 7). Again both stan-
dard curves for carbamazepine could be superim-
posed, confirming the feasibility of the double
immunoassay [18].

The next step was to proceed to the simulta-
neous immunoassay of the three antiepileptic
drugs, carbamazepine, phenobarbital and DPH.
For this, it was necessary to quantify the three
tracers from spectra such as the one shown in Fig.
8. In this mixture, the analytical band of
Co2(CO)6-carba remained independent while the
analytical band of Mn(CO)3-pheno was com-
pletely obscured under the 2027 cm−1 Co2(CO)6-
carba band and the analytical band of
Cr(CO)3-DPH was partially overlapped by the
1950 cm−1 Mn(CO)3-pheno band. Therefore,
quantitative analysis required the use of multivari-
ate analytical methods, such as K-matrix or par-
tial-least-squares algorithms [27]. Wit the use of
these methods, we now had access to the triple
immunoassay of the three antiepileptic drugs [28].

Fig. 7. Standard curve of carbamazepine in mono- and dou-
ble-CMIA (mixture of carbamazepine and DPH).
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Fig. 8. IR spectrum (20 scans, 4 cm−1 resolution) of a mixture of Co2(CO)6-Carba, Mn(CO)3-Pheno, Cr(CO)3-DPH in solution in
chloroform recorded on a MB100 FT-spectrometer (Bomem) equipped with an InSb detector and a light-pipe cell.

Thus, the CMIA method has been definitely
shown to have a valid role to play in the field of
simultaneous multi-immunoassays.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

We are now working towards two crucial goals
in the perspective of development of CMIA in
clinical analysis. The first goal is to increase the
intensity of the infrared signal. The second goal is
to simplify the separation step of the free and
bound fractions. To achieve these goals, we are
currently working on using metal carbonyl com-
plexes to label proteins. This type of labelling
would provide increased assay sensitivity by in-
creasing the number of organometallic fragments
attached for each protein molecule, and it has the
added advantage of leading us to develop im-
munoassays for proteins, which is a large segment
of the immunoassay market. We are also develop-
ing a solid-phase immunoassay, based on gold
surfaces where one of the immunological reagents
could be immobilised and which should be com-
patible with the infrared detection step.
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